V-Bingo Game
Instructions: review questions while players find answers on their Bingo card. First person with three
across, down, or diagonal wins. May want to use presentation to review the questions. Create Bingo cards
using Free Bingo Cards website.
1. Pollination is done by bees, wasps, moths, ______ and flies.
Butterflies (What If Insects Disappeared From The Planet? - YouTube)
2. Here are some tips to eating plant-based on a budget: buy in bulk, prepare meals ahead of time,
make your own, ______ around, buy local and in season, buy at farmer’s markets, eat in and use
food scraps.
Shop (Vegan on a Budget)
3. Renewable Energy can combat climate change, decrease ______, and is a reliable source of power.
Pollution (Renewable Energy 101 | National Geographic)
Downfalls
• Can be expensive and difficult to build into our current infrastructure
• Generates power on a small scale
• Can disrupt wildlife and migration patterns
• Power can be intermittent
4. Backyard Wildlife Habitats may include a pond, bird feeders, flowers, compost, and _____hotel.
Bug (Wildlife Gardening Top Tips)
5. Sugars are not just in candies and deserts. They can be found in tomato sauce, flavored water,
granola bars, dried _____.
Fruit (How sugar affects the brain - Nicole Avena)
6. Which animal has a more elaborate emotional center in the brain than humans?
Killer whale (Blackfish movie)

7. Systemic pesticides: are put into the seeds and irrigation vs. sprayed on top like previous ones.
They weaken the immune system, disrupt digestion, impair ________ abilities, and harm the brain
of bees.
Navigation (Vanishing of the Bees movie)
8. This primary ingredient makes a great tuna fish salad?
Chickpeas or Garbanzo beans
9. Which animal can read? There maybe more.
Dogs (Teach your dog to read book)
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